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Finally, a running shoe that...



can
help you







calories in less time,
burn more



quickly reach
your target heart rate,







reduce 
shock and joint stress,



train harder and faster.







“THE SKECHERS RESISTANCE RUNNER 
is the newest and most promising innovation  
in shoe technology in the last 30 years.”

 Robert Forster  
Phase IV and Forster Physical Therapy  
Physical Therapist to Olympic Medalists,  
NBA Players and Grand Slam Champions 
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HElpS BURN Up  
To 13.8% moRE  

CAloRIES







 Robert Forster  
Phase IV and Forster Physical Therapy  
Physical Therapist to Olympic Medalists,  
NBA Players and Grand Slam Champions 

“THE SKECHERS RESISTANCE RUNNER 
is a superior choice for those who wish to maximize the effort-to-reward 
relationship in their training. This shoe allows you to work harder, burning more 
calories than in your standard shoe, while actually providing protection for your 
muscles and joints. It naturally mimics the function of barefoot walking in sand, 
and strengthens muscles throughout the lower extremity and the core, including 
the gluteus medius, an otherwise difficult muscle to strengthen and one that is 
blamed for most running injuries. Most importantly, the Resistance Shoe provides 
benefits well after your workout has ended by keeping muscles activated and 
burning more calories while you work or go about your daily activities.”



 
SKECHERS RESISTANCE RUNNER
Called an “intelligent” shoe, the  aligns with the laws 
of human bio-mechanics—returning your stride to a natural 
state, and helping you achieve higher levels of fitness in shorter 
workouts. More calories are burned. Muscle activation is 
improved. Pressure is dispersed. Performance is maximized.

your training for peak performance with  Resamax™ technology

mAXImIZE





Traditional running shoes’ boxy designs create an unnatural training platform.

’s intuitive design returns the body to a more natural, fluid stride.



less pain. more gain.

THE SKECHERS RESISTANCE RUNNER 
FEATURES ’ RESAmAX™ KINETIC 
wEdgE TECHNology—an innovative design that 
helps create a more fluid stride and emulates a natural 
running state. This helps reduce injuries and enhances your 
performance.





RESISTANCE 
Designed as a resistance training workout, ’s 
Resamax™ kinetic wedge helps absorb more energy, forcing 
the wearer to elevate muscle activity in every step.

ABSoRpTIoN 
The soft kinetic wedge helps absorb impact by dispersing 
energy throughout your foot, helping to relieve joint and  
back pressure for a more comfortable stride.

BAlANCE  
Slight but constant shifts in weight help tighten your core 
and intensify your workout while giving your body a new 
sense of balance.

RANgE oF moTIoN  
A curved rocker bottom smoothly carries one stride into    
the next, rolling through each motion and helping you run      
in a more natural state.C
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UlTRA-lIgHT, INjECTIoN-moldEd 

KINETIC FooTBEd

HigH-AbrAsion, UltrA-ligHt  

KINETIC RETURN SySTEm

Absorbs energy, minimizing impact. 
Creates resistance, maximizing your workout.

RUBBER oUTSolE

RESAmAX™








